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16.1 INTRODUCTION

For much of the past 50 years, the main theoretical
debate in the scientific study of speech perception has
focused on whether the processing of speech sounds
relies on neural mechanisms that are specific to speech
and language or whether general perceptual/cognitive
processes can account for all of the relevant phe-
nomena. Starting with the first presentations of
the Motor Theory of Speech Perception by Alvin
Liberman and colleagues (Liberman, Cooper, Harris,
MacNeilage, & Studdert-Kennedy, 1964; Liberman,
Cooper, Shankweiler, & Studdert-Kennedy, 1967;
Studdert-Kennedy, Liberman, Harris, & Cooper, 1970)
and the critical reply from Harlan Lane (1965), many
scientists defended “all-or-none” positions on the
necessity of specialized speech processes, and much
research was dedicated to demonstrations of phenom-
ena that were purported to require general or speech-
specific mechanisms (see Diehl, Lotto, & Holt, 2004 for
a review of the theoretical commitments behind these
positions). Whereas the “speech-is-special” debate con-
tinues to be relevant (Fowler, 2008; Lotto, Hickok, &
Holt, 2009; Massaro & Chen, 2008; Trout, 2001), the
focus of the field has moved toward more subtle dis-
tinctions concerning the relative roles of perceptual,
cognitive, motor, and linguistic systems in speech per-
ception and how each of these systems interacts in the
processing of speech sounds. The result has been an
opportunity to develop more plausible and complete
models of speech perception/production (Guenther &
Vladusich, 2012; Hickok, Houde, & Rong, 2011).

In line with this shift in focus, in this chapter we
concentrate not on whether the general auditory sys-
tem is sufficient for speech perception but rather on

the ways that human speech communication appears
to be constrained and structured on the basis of the
operating characteristics of the auditory system. The
basic premise is simple, with a long tradition in the sci-
entific study of speech perception: the form of speech
(at the level of phonetics and higher) takes advantage
of what the auditory system does well, resulting in a
robust and efficient communication system. We review
here three aspects of auditory perception—discrimina-
bility, context interactions, and effects of experience—
and discuss how the structure of speech appears to
respect these general characteristics of the auditory
system.

It should be noted that we include in our conception
of the “auditory system” processes and constructs that
are often considered to be “cognition,” such as mem-
ory, learning, categorization, and attention (Holt &
Lotto, 2010). This is in contrast to previous characteri-
zations of “Auditorist” positions in speech perception
that appeared to constrain explanations of speech phe-
nomena to peculiarities of auditory encoding at the
periphery. Most researchers who have advocated for
general auditory accounts of speech perception actu-
ally propose explanations within a larger general audi-
tory cognitive science framework (Holt & Lotto, 2008;
Kluender & Kiefte, 2006). Recent findings in auditory
neuroscience provide support for moving beyond sim-
ple dichotomies of perception versus cognition or top-
down versus bottom-up or peripheral versus central.
There have been demonstrations that manipulation of
attention may affect the earliest stages of auditory
encoding in the cochlea (Froehlich, Collet, Chanal, &
Morgon, 1990; Garinis, Glattke, & Cone, 2011; Giard,
Collet, Bouchet, & Pernier, 1994; Maison, Micheyl, &
Collet, 2001) and experience with music and language
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changes the neural representation of sound in the
brain stem (Song, Skoe, Wong, & Kraus, 2008; Wong,
Skoe, Russo, Dees, & Kraus, 2007). In line with these
findings, we treat attention, categorization, and learn-
ing as intrinsic aspects of auditory processing.

16.2 EFFECTS OF AUDITORY
DISTINCTIVENESS ON THE FORM

OF SPEECH

At the most basic level, the characteristics of the
auditory system must constrain the form of speech
because the information-carrying aspects of the signal
must be encoded by the system and must be able to be
discriminated by listeners. Given the remarkable abil-
ity of normal-hearing listeners to discriminate spectral-
temporal changes in simple sounds such as tones and
noises, the resolution of the auditory system does not
appear to provide much of a constraint on the possible
sounds used for speech communication. The smallest
discriminable frequency change for a tone of 1,000 Hz
is just over 1 Hz (Wier, Jesteadt, & Green, 1977), and
an increment in intensity of 1 dB for that tone will
likely be detected by the listener (Jesteadt, Wier, &
Green, 1977). However, it is a mistake to make direct
inferences from discriminability of simple acoustic sti-
muli to the perception of complex sounds, such as
speech. Speech perception is not a simple detection or
discrimination task; it is more similar to a pattern rec-
ognition task in which the information is carried
through changes in relative patterns across a complex
multidimensional space. These patterns must be
robustly encoded and perceptually discriminable for
efficient speech communication.

To the extent that some patterns are more readily
discriminable by the auditory system, they will pre-
sumably be more effective as vehicles for communica-
tion. Liljencrants and Lindblom (1972) demonstrated
that one could predict the vowel inventories of lan-
guages relatively well by maximizing intervowel dis-
tances within a psychophysically scaled vowel space
defined by the first two formant frequencies (in Mel
scaling). For example, /i/, /a/, and /u/ are correctly
predicted to be the most common set of vowels for a
three-vowel language system based on the presump-
tion that they would be most auditorily discriminable
given that their formant patterns are maximally dis-
tinct in the vowel space. Vowel inventory predictions
become even more accurate as one more precisely
models the auditory representation of each vowel
(Diehl, Lindblom, & Creeger, 2003; Lindblom, 1986).
These demonstrations are in agreement with proposals
that languages tend to use sounds that maximize audi-
tory distinctiveness in balance with the value of

reducing articulatory effort, such as Stevens’ (1972,
1989) Quantal Theory, Lindblom’s (1991) H&H Theory
(which we return to below), and Ohala’s (1993) models
of sound change in historical linguistics.

The proposal that auditory distinctiveness is impor-
tant for effective speech communication was pushed
even further by the Auditory Enhancement Theory
from Diehl and colleagues (Diehl & Kluender, 1987,
1989; Diehl, Kluender, Walsh, & Parker, 1991).
According to Auditory Enhancement, speakers tend to
combine articulations that result in acoustic changes
that mutually enhance distinctiveness of the resulting
sounds for the listener. For example, in English the
voicing contrast between /b/ and /p/ when spoken
between two vowels, such as rabid versus rapid, is sig-
naled in part by the duration of a silent interval that
corresponds to the lip closure duration, which is shorter
for /b/. However, speakers also tend to lengthen the
duration of the preceding vowel when producing a /b/.
Kluender, Diehl, and Wright (1988) demonstrated that
preceding a silent gap with a long-duration sound
results in the perception of a shorter silent gap, even for
nonspeech sounds; this can be considered a kind of
durational contrast. Thus, when talkers co-vary short
lip closure durations with longer preceding vowels and
vice versa, they produce a clearer auditory distinction
between /b/ and /p/. This is just one of numerous
examples appearing to indicate that the need for audi-
tory distinctiveness drives the phonetic structure of lan-
guages (Diehl, Kluender, & Walsh, 1990; Kingston &
Diehl, 1995).

In addition to providing constraints on the global
structure of spoken languages, there is good evidence
that the individual behavior of speakers is influenced by
the local needs of listeners for auditory distinctiveness.
According to Lindblom’s (1991) H(yper) & H(ypo)
Theory of speech communication, speakers vary their
productions from hyperarticulation to hypoarticulation
depending on the contextual needs of the listener.
Spoken utterances that are redundant with other
sources of information or with prior knowledge may
be spoken with reduced effort, resulting in reduced
auditory distinctiveness. However, novel information
or words that are likely to be misperceived by a lis-
tener are produced with greater clarity or hyperarticu-
lation. In accordance with this theory, there have been
many demonstrations that speakers modulate produc-
tions when speaking to listeners who may have per-
ceptual challenges, such as hearing-impaired listeners
or non-native language learners (Bradlow & Bent,
2002; Picheny, Durlach, & Braida, 1985, 1986).

Despite the continued success of the theories
described, it remains a challenge to derive a valid met-
ric of “auditory distinctiveness” for complex time-
varying signals like speech (and equally difficult to
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quantify “articulatory effort”). The classic psychophys-
ical measures of frequency, intensity, and temporal
resolution are simply not sufficient. The pioneering
work of David Green regarding auditory profile analy-
sis in which listeners discriminate amplitude pattern
changes across a multitonal complex (Green, 1988;
Green, Mason, & Kidd, 1984) was a step in the right
direction because it could conceivably be applied to
measuring the ability to discriminate steady-state
vowel acoustics. However, vowel acoustics in real
speech are much more complex and it is not clear that
these measures scale up to predict intelligibility of
speech at even the level of words. The future prospects
of understanding how the operating characteristics of
the auditory system constrain the acoustic elements
used in speech communication are brighter given
more recent approaches to psychoacoustic research
that investigate the roles of context, attention, learning,
and memory in general auditory processing (Kidd,
Richards, Streeter, Mason, & Huang, 2011; Krishnan,
Leech, Aydelott, & Dick, 2013; Ortiz & Wright, 2010;
Snyder & Weintraub, 2013).

16.3 EFFECTS OF AUDITORY
INTERACTION ON THE FORM

OF SPEECH

The patterns of acoustic change that convey informa-
tion in speech are notoriously complex. Speech sounds
like /d/ and /g/ are not conveyed by a necessary or
sufficient acoustic cue and there is no canonical acoustic
template that definitively signals a linguistic message.
Furthermore, variability is the norm. The detailed
acoustic signature of a particular phoneme, syllable, or
word varies a great deal across different contexts, utter-
ances, and talkers. The inherent multidimensionality of
the acoustic signatures that convey speech sounds and
the variability along these dimensions presents a chal-
lenge for understanding how listeners readily map the
continuous signal to discrete linguistic representations.
This has been the central issue of speech perception
research. Although some researchers have suggested
that acoustic variability may serve useful functions in
speech communication (Elman & McClelland, 1986;
Liberman, 1996), the prevailing approach has been to
explore how listeners accommodate or compensate for
the messy physical acoustic signal to align it with
native-language linguistic knowledge.

Although this framing of speech perception has
dominated empirical research and theory, the focus on
acoustic variability may lead us to pursue answers to
the wrong questions. Like all perceptual systems, the
auditory system transforms sensory input; it is not a
linear system. It is possible that the nature of auditory

perceptual transformations is such that the challenge
of acoustic variability is mitigated when analyzed
through the lens of auditory perception. Some of the
more daunting mysteries about the ability of humans
to accommodate acoustic variability in speech may
arise from a lack of understanding of how the auditory
system encodes complex sounds, generally.

Coarticulation is a case in point. As we talk,
the mouth, jaw, and other articulators move very
quickly, but not instantaneously, from target to
target. Consequently, at any point in time the move-
ment of the articulators is a function of the articula-
tory demands of previous and subsequent phonetic
sequences as well as the “current” intended produc-
tion. As a direct result, the acoustic signature of a
speech sound is context-dependent. When /al/ pre-
cedes /ga/, for example, the tongue must quickly
move from anterior to posterior occlusions to form the
consonants. The effect of coarticulation is to draw
/ga/ to a more anterior position (toward /al/). This
context-sensitive shift in production impacts the resul-
tant acoustic realization, making it more “da”-like
because the place of tongue occlusion slides forward in
the mouth toward the articulation typical of “da.”
Likewise, when /da/ is spoken after the more posteri-
orly articulated /ar/, the opposite pattern occurs; the
acoustics of /da/ become more “ga”-like. This means
that, due to coarticulation, the acoustic signature of the
second syllables in “alga” and “arda” can be highly
similar (Mann, 1980).

Viewed from the perspective of acoustic variability,
this issue seems intractable. If the second consonant of
“alga” and “arda” is signaled by highly similar acoustics,
then how is it that we hear the distinct syllables “ga”
and “da”? The answer lies in the incredible context
dependence of speech perception; perception appears to
compensate for coarticulation. This can be demonstrated
by preceding a perceptually ambiguous syllable between
/ga/ and /da/ with /al/ or /ar/. Whereas the acoustics
of /ga/ produced after /al/ are more “da”-like, a pre-
ceding /al/ shifts perception of the ambiguous sound
toward “ga.” Similarly, /ar/ shifts perception of the
same ambiguous sound toward “da.” This pattern
opposes the coarticulatory effects in speech production.
In this example and many replications with other tasks
and stimuli, coarticulation assimilates speech acoustics,
but perception “compensates” in the opposing direction
(Mann, 1980; Mann & Repp, 1980).

The traditional interpretation of these findings high-
lights that theoretical approaches have tended to dis-
count what the auditory system can contribute to the
challenges of speech perception. The flexibility of
speech perception to make use of so many acoustic
dimensions to signal a particular speech sound and
the dependence of this mapping on context has
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suggested to many that it is infeasible for these effects
to arise from auditory processing. This challenge is
part of what led to the proposal that motor representa-
tions might be better suited to serve as the basis of
speech communication. But, by virtue of being sound,
acoustic speech necessarily interfaces with early audi-
tory perceptual operations. As noted, these operations
are not linear; they do not simply convey raw acoustic
input, they transform it. Thus, although acoustics are
readily observable and provide a straightforward
means of estimating input to the linguistic system,
this representation is not equivalent to the auditory
information available to the linguistic system. What
might be gained by considering auditory—rather than
acoustic—information?

Lotto and Kluender (1998) approached this question
by examining whether perceptual compensation for
coarticulation like that described for “alga” and “arda”
really requires information about speech articulation,
or whether the context sounds need to be speech at all.
They did this by creating nonspeech sounds that had
some of the acoustic energy that distinguishes /al/
from /ar/. These nonspeech signals do not carry infor-
mation about articulation, talker identity, or any other
speech-specific details. The result was two nonspeech
tone sweeps, one with energy like /al/ and the other
with energy mimicking /ar/. Lotto and Kluender
found that when these nonspeech acoustic signals pre-
ceded /ga/ and /da/ sounds, the tone sweeps had the
same influence as the /al/ and /ar/ sounds they mod-
eled. So-called perceptual compensation for coarticula-
tion is observed even for nonspeech contexts that
convey no information about speech articulation.

This finding has been directly replicated (Fowler,
2006; Lotto, Sullivan, & Holt, 2003) and extended to other
stimulus contexts (Coady, Kluender, & Rhode, 2003;
Fowler, Brown, & Mann, 2000; Holt, 1999; Holt & Lotto,
2002) many times. Across these replications, the pattern
of results reveals that a basic characteristic of auditory
perception is to exaggerate contrast. Preceded by a high-
frequency sound (whether speech or nonspeech), subse-
quent sounds are perceived to be lower-frequency. This
is also true in the temporal domain; preceded by longer
sounds or sounds presented at a slower rate, subsequent
sounds are heard as shorter (Diehl & Walsh, 1989;
Wade & Holt, 2005a, 2005b). Further emphasizing the
generality of these effects, Japanese quail exhibit the
pattern of speech context dependence that had been
thought to be indicative of perceptual compensation for
coarticulation (Lotto, Kluender, & Holt, 1997).

This example underscores the fact that acoustic and
auditory are not one and the same. Whereas there is
considerable variability in speech acoustics, some of
this variability is accommodated by auditory percep-
tual processing. In this way, the form of speech can

have coarticulation and still be an effective communi-
cation signal because the operating characteristics of
the auditory system include exaggeration of spectral
and temporal contrast. Lotto et al. (1997) argue that the
symmetry of assimilated speech production and con-
trastive perception is not serendipitous, but rather is a
consequence of organisms having evolved within natu-
ral environments in which sound sources are physi-
cally constrained in the sounds they can produce.
Because of mass and inertia, natural sound sources
tend to be assimilative, like speech articulators.
Perceptual systems, audition included, tend to empha-
size signs of change, perhaps because in comparison
with physical systems’ relative sluggishness rapid
change is ecologically significant information. Having
evolved like other perceptual systems to respect regu-
larities of the natural environment, auditory processing
transforms coarticulated acoustic signals to exaggerate
contrast and, thus, eliminates some of the apparent
challenges of coarticulation. We can communicate effi-
ciently as our relatively sluggish articulators perform
acrobatics across tens of milliseconds to produce
speech, in part because our auditory system evolved to
use acoustic signals from natural sound sources that
face the same physical constraints.

These results also highlight the importance of con-
sidering higher-level auditory processing in constrain-
ing models of speech perception. Subsequent research
has shown that the auditory system exhibits spectral
and temporal contrast for more complex sound input
(Holt, 2005, 2006a, 2006b; Laing, Liu, Lotto, & Holt,
2012). These studies indicate that the auditory system
tracks the long-term average spectra (or rate; Wade &
Holt, 2005a) of sounds, and that subsequent perception
is relative to, and contrastive with, these distributional
characteristics of preceding acoustic signals (Watkins,
1991; Watkins & Makin, 1994). These effects, described
graphically in Figure 16.1, cannot be explained by low-
level peripheral auditory processing; effects persist
over more than a second of silence or intervening
sound (Holt, 2005) and require the system to track
distributional regularity across acoustic events (Holt,
2006a). These findings are significant for understand-
ing talker and rate normalization, which refer to the
challenges introduced to speech perception by acoustic
variability arising from different speakers and different
rates of speech. What is important is that the preceding
context of sounds possess acoustic energy in the spec-
tral (Laing et al., 2012) or temporal (Wade & Holt,
2005a, 2005b) region distinguishing the target pho-
nemes, and not that the context carries articulatory or
speech-specific information. Here, too, some of the
challenges apparent from speech acoustics may be
resolved in the transformation from acoustic to
auditory.
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16.4 EFFECTS OF LEARNABILITY
ON THE FORM OF SPEECH

Auditory representations are influenced greatly by
both short-term and long-term experience. Categorical
perception, the classic textbook example among speech
perception phenomena, exemplifies this. When native-
language speech varying gradually in its acoustics is
presented to listeners, the patterns of identification
change abruptly, not gradually, from one phoneme (or
syllable or word) to another. Likewise, there is a corre-
sponding discontinuity in discrimination such that
pairs of speech sounds are more discriminable if they
lie on opposite sides of the sharp identification bound-
ary than if they lie on the same side of the identifica-
tion curve’s slope, even when they are matched in
acoustic difference. Said another way, acoustically dis-
tinct speech sounds identified with the same label are
difficult to discriminate, whereas those with different
labels are readily discriminated. Despite the renown of
categorical perception for speech, it is now understood
that it is not specific to speech (Beale & Keil, 1995;
Bimler & Kirkland, 2001; Krumhansl, 1991; Livingston,

Andrews, & Harnad, 1998; Mirman, Holt, &
McClelland, 2004), and that even speech is not entirely
“categorical” (Eimas, 1963; Harnad, 1990; Liberman,
Harris, Hoffman, & Griffith, 1957; Pisoni, 1973). Infants
(Kuhl, 1991; McMurray & Aslin, 2005) and adults
(Kluender, Lotto, Holt, & Bloedel, 1998; McMurray,
Aslin, Tanenhaus, Spivey, & Subik, 2008) remain sensi-
tive to within-category acoustic variation. Speech cate-
gories exhibit graded internal structure such that
instances of a speech sound are treated as relatively
better or worse exemplars of the category (Iverson &
Kuhl, 1995; Iverson et al., 2003; Johnson, Flemming, &
Wright, 1993; Miller & Volaitis, 1989).

We have argued that it may be more productive to
consider speech perception as categorization, as opposed
to categorical (Holt & Lotto, 2010). This may seem like a
small difference in designation, but it has important
consequences. Considering speech perception as an
example of general auditory categorization provides a
means of understanding how the system comes to
exhibit relative perceptual constancy in the face of
acoustic variability and does so in a native-language!
specific manner. The reason for this is that although
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FIGURE 16.1 Precursor contexts and their effect on adult /ga/-/da/ categorization. Manipulation of the Long-Term Average Spectrum
(LTAS) of both speech (top) and nonspeech (bottom) has a strong, contrastive influence on speech categorization. From Laing, Liu, Lotto, and
Holt (2012) with permission from the publishers.
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there is a great deal of variability in speech acoustics,
there also exist underlying regularities in the distribu-
tions of experienced native-language speech sounds.
This is the computational challenge of categorization;
discriminably different exemplars come to be treated as
functionally equivalent. A system that can generalize
across variability to discover underlying patterns and
distributional regularities—a system that can categorize—
may cope with the acoustic variability inherent in
speech without need for invariance. Seeking invariance
in the acoustic signatures of speech becomes less essen-
tial if we take a broader view that extends beyond pat-
tern matching to consider active auditory processing
that involves higher-order and multimodal perception,
categorization, attention, and learning.

From this perspective, learning about how listeners
acquire auditory categories can constrain behavioral and
neurobiological models of speech perception. Whereas
the acquisition of first and second language phonetic
systems provides an opportunity to observe the develop-
ment of complex auditory categories, our ability to
model these categorization processes is limited because
it is extremely difficult to control or even accurately mea-
sure a listener’s history of experience with speech
sounds. However, we are beginning to develop insights
into auditory categorization from experiments using
novel artificial nonspeech sound categories that inform
our understanding about how speech perception and
acquisition are constrained by general perceptual learn-
ing mechanisms (Desai, Liebenthal, Waldron, & Binder,
2008; Guenther, Husain, Cohen, & Shinn-Cunningham,
1999; Holt & Lotto, 2006; Holt, Lotto, & Diehl, 2004; Ley
et al., 2012; Liebenthal et al., 2010).

One example of what this approach can reveal
about how auditory learning constrains speech relates
to a classic early example of the “lack of invariance” in
speech acoustics. If one examines the formant frequen-
cies corresponding most closely with /d/ as it pre-
cedes different vowels, then it is impossible to define a
single acoustic dimension that uniquely distinguishes
the sound as a /d/; the acoustics are greatly influ-
enced by the following vowel (Liberman, Delattre,
Cooper, & Gerstman, 1954). This kind of demonstra-
tion fueled theoretical commitments that speech per-
ception is accomplished via the speech motor system
in the hopes that this would provide a more invariant
mapping than acoustics (Liberman et al., 1967).
Viewed from the perspective of acoustics, perceptual
constancy for /d/ seemed an intractable problem for
auditory processing.

Wade and Holt (2005a, 2005b) modeled this percep-
tual challenge with acoustically complex nonspeech
sound exemplars that formed categories signaled
only by higher-order acoustic structure and not by
any invariant acoustic cue (see Figure 16.2 for a

representation of the stimulus set). Naı̈ve participants
experienced these sounds in the context of a video-
game in which learning sound categories facilitated
advancement in the game but was never explicitly
required or rewarded. Within just a half-hour of game
play, participants categorized the sounds and general-
ized their category learning to novel exemplars. This
learning led to an exaggeration of between-category
discriminability (of the sort traditionally attributed to
categorical perception) as measured with electroen-
cephalography (EEG; Liu & Holt, 2011). The seemingly
intractable lack of acoustic invariance is, in fact, readily
learnable even in an incidental task.

This is proof that the auditory system readily uses
multimodal environmental information (modeled in
the videogame as sound-object links, as in natural
environments) to facilitate discovery of the distribu-
tional regularities that define the relations between cat-
egory exemplars while generalizing across acoustic
variability within categories. More than this, however,
the approach can reveal details of auditory processing
that constrain behavioral and neurobiological models
of speech perception. Using the same nonspeech cate-
gories and training paradigm, Leech, Holt, Devlin, and
Dick (2009) discovered that the extent to which partici-
pants learn to categorize nonspeech sounds is strongly
correlated with the pretraining to post-training recruit-
ment of left posterior temporal sulcus (pSTS) during
presentation of the nonspeech sound category exem-
plars. This is unexpected because left pSTS has been
described as selective for specific acoustic and infor-
mational properties of speech signals (Price, Thierry, &
Griffiths, 2005). In recent work, Lim, Holt, and Fiez
(2013) have found that left pSTS is recruited online in
the videogame category training task in a manner that
correlates with behavioral measures of learning. These
results also demonstrate that recruitment of left pSTS
by the nonspeech sound categories cannot be attrib-
uted to their superficial acoustic signal similarity to
speech or to mere exposure. When highly similar non-
speech sounds are sampled such that category mem-
bership is random instead of structured, left pSTS
activation is not related to behavioral performance.

As in the examples from the preceding sections, this
series of studies demonstrates that there is danger in
presuming that speech is fundamentally different from
other sounds in either its acoustic structure or in the
basic perceptual processes it requires. The selectivity
of left pSTS for speech should not be understood to be
selectivity for intrinsic properties of acoustic speech
signals, such as the articulatory information that
speech may carry. Instead, this region seems to meet
the computational demands presented by learning to
treat structured distributions of acoustically variable
sounds as functionally equivalent.
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Likewise, caution is warranted in presuming that
the transformation from acoustic to auditory involves
only a static mapping to stable, unchanging linguistic
representations. The recruitment of putatively speech-
selective left pSTS was driven by category learning in
less than an hour (Lim et al., 2013). Thus, the behav-
ioral relevance of the artificial, novel auditory catego-
ries drove reorganization of their transformations from
acoustic to auditory. The examples we present here
illustrate the facile manner by which auditory catego-
ries can be acquired. On an even shorter time scale,
there is considerable evidence that the mapping of
speech acoustics to linguistic representation is “tuned”
by multiple information sources in an adaptive man-
ner such as may be required to adapt to foreign
accented speech or to speech in adverse, noisy envir-
onments (Kraljic, Brennan, & Samuel, 2008; Mehler
et al., 1993; Vitela, Carbonell, & Lotto, 2012). The
active, flexible nature of auditory processing puts
learning in the spotlight and positions questions of
speech perception in greater contact with other

neurobiological approaches to understanding percep-
tion, cognition, and language.

16.5 MOVING FORWARD

The preceding sections provide a few brief examples
of how general auditory processing may influence the
perception of speech sounds as well as the structure of
phonetic systems. These examples demonstrate that, at
the very least, human speech communication appears
to take advantage of the things that the auditory sys-
tem does well—phonetic inventories tend to include
sounds whose differences are well-encoded in the
auditory system. The acoustic effects of coarticulation
are just the types of interactions that the auditory sys-
tem can accommodate, and the multidimensional
structure of speech sounds form just the kinds of cate-
gories that are easily learned by the auditory system.
Whether there are additional specialized processes
required for speech perception, it is likely that the
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FIGURE 16.2 Schematic spectrograms showing the artificial nonspeech auditory categories across time and frequency. The dashed gray
lines show the lower-frequency spectral peak, P1. The colored lines show the higher-frequency spectral peak, P2. The six exemplars of each
category are composed of P1 and one of the colored P2 components pictured. Note that unidimensional categories are characterized by an off-
set glide that increases (top left) or decreases (top right) in frequency across all exemplars. No such unidimensional cue differentiates the mul-
tidimensional categories. From Wade and Holt (2005a, 2005b) with permission from the publishers.
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auditory system constrains the way we talk to and per-
ceive each other to a greater extent than has been
acknowledged.

One of the beneficial outcomes of the fact that the
auditory system plays a strong role in speech perception
is that there is the opportunity for synergy between
research of speech and of general auditory processing.
Speech perception phenomena shine a light on auditory
processes that have remained unilluminated by research
of simpler acoustic stimuli. The theories regarding the
auditory distinctiveness of speech sounds have inspired
the search for better models of auditory encoding of
complex stimuli and better functions for computing dis-
tinctiveness (Lotto et al., 2003). The existence of per-
ceptual compensation for coarticulation and talker
normalization provide evidence for spectral and tempo-
ral interactions in general auditory processing that are
not evident when presenting stimuli in isolation (Holt,
2006a, 2006b; Holt & Lotto, 2002; Watkins & Makin,
1994). The complexity of speech categories along with
the ease with which humans learn them is the starting
point for most of the current work on auditory categori-
zation (Goudbeek, Smits, Swingly, & Cutler, 2005; Lotto,
2000; Maddox, Molis, & Diehl, 2002; Smits, Sereno, &
Jongman, 2006; Wade & Holt, 2005a, 2005b).

The vitality of auditory and speech cognitive neuro-
science depends on continuing this trend of using
speech and auditory phenomena to mutually inform
and inspire each field.
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